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Conductance histograms are a valuable tool to study the intrinsic conduction properties of metallic atomic-
sized contacts. These histograms show a peak structure, which is characteristic of the type of metal under
investigation. Despite the enormous progress in the understanding of the electronic transport in metallic
nanowires, the origin of this peak structure is still a basic open problem. In the present work we tackle this
issue, extending our theoretical analysis of Au conductance histograms �Dreher et al., Phys. Rev. B 72, 075435
�2005�� to different types of metals, namely, Ag, Pt and ferromagnetic Ni. We combine classical molecular
dynamics simulations of the breaking of nanocontacts with conductance calculations based on a tight-binding
model. This combination gives us access to crucial information such as contact geometries, strain forces,
minimum cross-sections, the conductance, transmissions of the individual conduction channels, and, in the case
of Ni, the spin polarization of the current. We shall also briefly discuss investigations of Al atomic-sized
contacts. From our analysis we conclude that the differences in the histograms of these metals are due to �i� the
very different electronic structures, which means different atomic orbitals contributing to the transport and �ii�
the different mechanical properties, which in a case such as Pt lead to the formation of special structures,
namely, monoatomic chains. Of particular interest are results for Ni that indicate the absence of any conduc-
tance quantization, and show how the current polarization evolves �including large fluctuations� from negative
values in thick contacts to even positive values in the tunneling regime after rupture of the contact. Finally, we
also present a detailed analysis of the breaking forces of these metallic contacts, which are compared to the
forces predicted from bulk considerations.

DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevB.74.235106 PACS number�s�: 73.63.Rt, 73.23.�b, 73.40.Jn

I. INTRODUCTION

The transport properties and mechanical characteristics of
metallic atomic-scale wires have been the subject of numer-
ous studies over the past years.1 The analysis of these nano-
contacts is nowadays possible due to experimental tech-
niques such as the scanning tunneling microscope2,3 and
mechanically controlled break junctions.4 In both cases a me-
tallic contact is stretched with a precision of a few picom-
eters by the use of piezoelectric elements, providing very
detailed information about the formation and breaking of
metallic systems at the nanoscale.

The relative simplicity of these nanowires makes them
ideal systems to perform extensive comparisons with micro-
scopic theories. Such comparisons have made it possible, in
particular, to elucidate the nature of electrical conduction.
The conduction in such systems is usually described in terms
of the Landauer formula, according to which the low-
temperature linear conductance of nonmagnetic contacts can
be written as G=G0�nTn, where the sum runs over all the
available conduction channels, Tn is the transmission for the
nth channel, and G0=2e2 /h is the quantum of conductance.
As was shown in Ref. 5, the set of transmission coefficients
is amenable to measurement in the case of superconducting
materials. Using this possibility it has been established that
the number of channels in a one-atom contact is determined
by the number of valence orbitals of the central atom, and
the transmission of each channel is fixed by the local atomic
environment.6–8

The experiments show that in the stretching processes in
which these metallic wires are formed, the conductance
evolves in a steplike manner which changes from realization
to realization. In order to investigate the typical values of the
conductance, different authors introduced conductance histo-
grams, constructed from a large number of individual con-
ductance curves.9–11 These histograms often show a peak
structure, which is specific to the corresponding metal. Thus
for instance, for noble metals like Au and Ag and for alkali
metals such as sodium, the conductance has a certain prefer-
ence to adopt multiples of G0. However, for a large variety of
metals, the peaks do not appear at multiples of G0 �for a
detailed discussion of the conductance histograms, see Sec.
V D in Ref. 1�. It has become clear that the peak structure in
the conductance histograms must be related to the interplay
between electronic and mechanical properties. This interplay
was nicely illustrated in the first simultaneous measurement
of the conductance and breaking force,12 but the precise ori-
gin of the differences between the various classes of metals
remains to be understood. The solution of this basic open
problem is precisely the central goal of the present work.

The analysis of the characteristic peaks of the conduc-
tance histograms of alkali and noble metals at relatively high
temperatures has revealed the existence of exceptionally
stable radii arising from electronic shell effects for thin wires
and atomic shell effects for thicker wires.13–17 Stable nano-
wires with thicknesses of several atoms could also be ob-
served in transmission electron images.18–20 Commonly, the
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connection between the peaks in the conductance histograms
and the radius of the contacts is established using semiclas-
sical arguments based on the Sharvin formula or slight varia-
tions of it21

G = G0�� kFR

2
�2

−
kFR

2
+ ¯ 	 , �1�

where kF is the Fermi wave vector and R is the radius of the
wire.22 Using this type of formula, it was suggested in Ref.
23 that peaks found in the histogram of the minimum cross-
section �MCS� of Al contacts would immediately translate
into peaks in the conductance histograms. In other words, it
was suggested that the conductance peaks would just be a
manifestation of the existence of certain particularly stable
contacts.

From the theory side, the analyses of the conductance
histograms are scarce in the literature. Mostly single stretch-
ing events have been investigated at various levels of
sophistication.24–35 The analysis of conductance histograms,
however, involves the statistical exploration of many differ-
ent stretching events. Most such research is based on free-
electron models, where particular nanowire dynamics are
chosen,36 but there are practically no fully atomistic investi-
gations of the conductance histograms. Two such studies
have just recently appeared, where Dreher et al.37 investi-
gated atomic Au contacts and Hasmy et al.38 studied Al con-
tacts. In particular, in our work �Ref. 37� we showed that, at
least at low temperatures �4.2 K�, there is no simple corre-
spondence between the first peaks in the MCS and the con-
ductance histograms.

In order to elucidate the origin of the peak structure in the
conductance histograms of metallic atomic-sized contacts,
we have extended our theoretical analysis of the Au conduc-
tance histogram37 to several new metals with varying elec-
tronic structures in the present work. In particular, we have
studied the cases of Ag, a noble metal, Pt, a transition metal,
and Ni, a ferromagnetic metal. We shall also briefly comment
on our study of Al �an sp-like metal�. Our theoretical ap-
proach is based on a combination of classical molecular dy-
namics �MD� simulations to describe the contact formation
and a tight-binding �TB� model supplemented with a local
charge neutrality condition for the atomistic computation of
the conductance. This combination allows us to obtain de-
tailed information on the mechanical and transport properties
such as contact geometries, strain forces, the MCS, the con-
ductance, the number and evolution of individual conduc-
tance channels, and, in the case of ferromagnetic contacts,
the spin polarization of the current.

Concerning Ag, we find a sharp peak in the conductance
histogram at 1G0. This peak is due to the formation of single-
atom contacts and dimers in the last stages of the breaking of
the wires in combination with the fact that the transport in
the noble metal is dominated by the s orbitals around the
Fermi energy. With “single-atom” contacts we will refer
throughout this article to junctions with a single atom in the
narrowest constriction, in short a one-atom chain, while
“dimer” means an atomic chain consisting of two atoms. In
the case of Pt, the first peak is broadened and shifted to a

higher conductance value �above 1G0�. This is due to the fact
that in this transition metal the d orbitals play a fundamental
role in the transport, providing extra conduction channels, as
compared to Ag. For Ni wires, we see that the d orbitals
contribute decisively to the electrical conduction for the
minority-spin component, providing several partially open
channels even in the last stages of the stretching process. As
a consequence, we do not observe any type of conductance
quantization. With respect to the polarization of the current,
we see that there is a crossover from large negative values
for thick contacts to positive values in the tunneling regime,
right after the rupture of the contact.

From a more general point of view, the ensemble of our
results allows us to conclude that the differences in the peak
structure of the conductance histograms of metallic nanocon-
tacts can be traced back to the following two ingredients.
First, due to the different electronic structure of the various
classes of metals different atomic orbitals contribute to the
transport. These orbitals determine in turn the number of
conducting channels and therefore the conductance values.
Thus, for similar structures a contact of a multivalent metal
will have in general a higher conductance than one of a noble
metal. Second, the different mechanical properties give rise
to the formation of certain characteristic structures, which
are finally reflected in the histograms. For instance, the for-
mation of monoatomic chains in Au or Pt is responsible for
the pronounced last conductance peak.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In Sec. II
we present the details of our method for simulating the
stretching of atomic wires and show how the conductance is
subsequently computed. Studies of Ag, Pt, Al, and Ni con-
tacts follow in Secs. III–VI, respectively. In each of these
sections we first discuss representative examples of the
stretching processes of the nanocontacts. We then turn to the
statistical analysis of the whole set of simulations for the
different metals. This includes a discussion of the histograms
of both the MCS and the conductance as well as an analysis
of the mean channel transmission. Section VII is devoted to
the discussion of the mechanical properties of the different
metals. Finally, we summarize the main conclusion of this
work in Sec. VIII.

II. THE THEORETICAL APPROACH

The goal of this study is the theoretical description of the
mechanical and electrical properties of metallic nanojunc-
tions. For this purpose, we make use of the approach intro-
duced in our previous work on the conductance histogram of
Au atomic contacts.37 In order to analyze ferromagnetic Ni
contacts, we also need to extend our method to study spin-
dependent metals. Such an extension is presented below, but
we refer the reader also to Ref. 37 for supplementary infor-
mation.

Our theoretical method is based on a combination of clas-
sical MD simulations for the determination of the structure
and mechanical properties of the nanowires and conductance
calculations based on a TB model. We proceed to explain
these two types of calculations in the next subsections.
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A. Structure calculations

The breaking of metallic nanocontacts is simulated by
means of classical MD simulations. In all our calculations
we assume an average temperature of 4.2 K, which is main-
tained in the simulations by means of a Nosé-Hoover ther-
mostat. The forces are calculated using semiempirical poten-
tials derived from effective-medium theory �EMT�.39,40 This
theory has already been successfully used for simulating
nanowires.32,41,42 For the starting configuration of the con-
tacts we choose a perfect fcc lattice of 112 atoms of length
2.65 nm �Ag�, 2.55 nm �Pt�, 2.64 nm �Al�, and 2.29 nm �Ni�
oriented along the �001� direction �z direction� with a cross
section of eight atoms. This wire is attached at both ends to
two slabs that are kept fixed, each consisting of 288 atoms.
After equilibration, the stretching process is simulated by
separating both slabs symmetrically by a fixed distance in
every time step �1.4 fs�. Different time evolutions of the
nanocontacts are obtained by providing the 112 wire atoms
with random starting velocities. The stretching velocity of
2 m/s is much bigger than in the experiment, but it is small
compared with the speed of sound in the investigated mate-
rials �of more than 2790 m/s�. Thus the wire can reequili-
brate between successive instabilities, while collective relax-
ation processes may be suppressed.26,28

In order to test whether the conductance changes are cor-
related with atomic rearrangements in the nanocontact, we
calculate the radius of the MCS perpendicular to the stretch-
ing direction as defined by Bratkovsky et al.27 Finally, during
the stretching process, every 1.4 ps a configuration is re-
corded and the strain force of the nanocontact is computed
following Finbow et al.43 Every 5.6 ps the corresponding
conductance is calculated using the method described below.

B. Conductance calculations

We compute the conductance within the Landauer ap-
proach. To calculate the electronic structure of our atomic
contacts a TB model is employed, which has been successful
in describing the important qualitative features in the trans-
port through metallic nanojunctions.6,8,37 This model is based
on the following Hamiltonian written in a nonorthogonal lo-
cal basis

Ĥ = �
i�,j�,�

Hi�,j�,�ĉi�,�
† ĉj�,�, �2�

where i and j run over the atomic sites, � and � denote
different atomic orbitals, and Hi�,j�,� are the on-site �i= j� or
hopping �i� j� elements, which are spin dependent ��
= ↑ , ↓ � in the case of ferromagnetic metals such as Ni. Ad-
ditionally, we need the overlap integrals Si�,j� of orbitals at
different atomic positions.44 We obtain the quantities Hi�,j�,�
and Si�,j� from a parametrization that is designed to accu-
rately reproduce the band structure of bulk materials.45,46 The
atomic basis is formed by nine valence orbitals, namely, the
s, p, and d orbitals which give rise to the main bands around
the Fermi energy. In this parametrization both the hoppings
and the overlaps to a neighboring atom depend on the inter-
atomic position, which allows us to apply this parametriza-
tion in combination with the MD simulations. The overlap

and hopping elements have a cutoff radius that encloses up to
9 �Ag, Pt, and Al� or 12 �Ni� nearest-neighbor shells. The left
�L� and right �R� electrodes are constructed such that all the
hopping elements from the 112 wire atoms, which we will
call the central part or center of our contact �C�, to the elec-
trodes are taken into account. This means that the electrodes
in the conductance calculation are constituted of �001� layers
containing even more than the 288 slab atoms used in the
structure calculations. Note that with the word electrode we
will refer, throughout this article, to the fixed slab atoms �or
the extended �001� layers used in the conductance calcula-
tions�.

The local environment in the neck region is very different
from that in the bulk material for which the TB parameters
have been developed. This can cause large deviations from
the approximate local charge neutrality that typical metallic
elements must exhibit. Within the TB approximation we cor-
rect this effect by imposing a local charge neutrality condi-
tion on the atoms in the central part of the nanowire through
a self-consistent variation of the Hamiltonian. This self-
consistent procedure requires the computation of the elec-
tronic density matrix �CC, which is obtained by integrating
the Green function of the center up to the Fermi energy47,94,95

�CC = −
1

�



−�

EF

Im��
�

GCC,�
r �E�	dE . �3�

In this expression GCC,�
r is the retarded Green’s function of

the central part of the contact

GCC,�
r �E� = �ESCC − HCC,� − �L,�

r − �R,�
r �−1, �4�

where � stands for the spin component, SCC is the overlap
matrix of the center, HCC,� is the Hamiltonian, and �X,�
�with X=L or R� are the self-energies that describe the cou-
pling of the center to the electrodes. They are given by

�X,�
r �E� = �HCX,� − ESCX�gXX,�

r �HXC,� − ESXC� , �5�

with the unperturbed retarded electrode Green’s function
gXX,�

r and the overlap �hopping� matrices from the center to
the electrodes SCX �HCX,��. The unperturbed electrode
Green’s functions are assumed to be bulk Green’s functions
in all our calculations. The charge on the atom i is then
determined using a Mulliken population analysis

Ni = �
�

��CCSCC�i�,i�, �6�

where only the contributions of the central part to the atomic
charge are considered.48,49 The new Hamiltonian matrix ele-
ments Hi�,j�,� are obtained from the original ones Hi�,j�,�

�0�

as50

Hi�,j�,� = Hi�,j�,�
�0� + Si�,j�

�i + � j

2
. �7�

The shifts �i are determined such that no atom deviates from
the charge neutrality by more than 0.02 electron charges
��Ni−Natom��0.02, and Natom stands for the electronic charge
of the respective charge-neutral metal atom�. Note that there
is one shift parameter per central atom, also in the case of
ferromagnetic metals.
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The low-temperature linear conductance is then computed
using a Green’s function formalism �see Ref. 37 for details�,
finally resulting in the Landauer formula

G� =
e2

h
�

n

Tn
��EF� �8�

with the Fermi energy EF and the transmission Tn
� of the nth

transmission eigenchannel. The conductance is then given as
the sum over the different spin contributions

G = �
�

G�, �9�

which has the form

G = G0T�EF� = G0�
n

Tn�EF� �10�

for the spin independent case. As explained in the Introduc-
tion, G0=2e2 /h is the quantum of conductance, and T is the
total transmission.

To investigate the influence of a small bias voltage, we
have computed for Ag and Pt the transmission T�E� in an
energy interval of width 2	=100 meV around the Fermi
energy.51 The averaged conductance

�G = G0�T = G0
1

2	



EF−	

EF+	

T�E�dE , �11�

can then be compared to the conductance G=G0T�EF� at the
Fermi energy �see Eq. �10��. This provides information on
the nonlinearity of current-voltage characteristics, although
the formulas we use are, strictly speaking, only valid for the
zero-bias situation.

C. Local density of states calculations

To gain some insight into the electronic states relevant for
the transport through our nanowires, we shall also compute
the local density of states �LDOS� projected onto particular
atoms. The computation of the LDOS requires the evaluation
of the Green function of the central part of the nanowire
GCC,� �see Eq. �4��. From GCC,� we construct the LDOS via
a Löwdin transformation.52 The LDOS for a particular orbital
� of atom i is then given by53

LDOSi�,��E� = −
1

�
Im�SCC

1/2GCC,�
r �E�SCC

1/2�i�,i�. �12�

In the case of the nonferromagnetic metals �Ag and Pt� the
LDOS will in the following be given only for one spin com-
ponent, because of the spin degeneracy.

III. SILVER ATOMIC CONTACTS

We start the analysis of our results with the discussion of
the conductance of Ag nanowires. Ag is, similar to Au, a
noble metal with a single valence electron. Different experi-
ments have shown that the conductance of Ag contacts ex-
hibits a tendency towards quantized values in the last stages
of the wire formation.54–56 In fact, the most dominant feature

in the experimental low-temperature conductance histogram
is a pronounced peak at 1G0.54,55

A. Evolution of individual silver contacts

Let us first describe some typical examples of the break-
ing of Ag nanowires. In Fig. 1 we show the formation of a
single-atom contact. In addition to the strain force we display
the conductance G, the averaged conductance �G �see Eq.
�11��, the MCS radius and the channel transmissions.

As one can see, after an initial evolution up to an elonga-
tion of 0.2 nm �region with eight conduction channels�,
which is similar for all the 50 Ag contacts studied, the con-
ductance starts decreasing in a steplike manner which
changes from realization to realization. The jumps in the
conductance usually occur at plastic deformations of the con-
tact, i.e., when bonds break and sudden atomic rearrange-
ments take place. Such sudden rearrangements are visible as
a break-in of the strain force. The elastic stages, in which the
atomic bonds are being stretched, are characterized by a lin-

FIG. 1. �Color online� Formation of a single-atom contact for
Ag �4.2 K, �001� direction�. The upper panel shows the strain force
as a function of the elongation of the contact. In the lower panel the
conductance G, the averaged conductance �G, the minimum cross-
section �MCS� radius, and the channel transmissions are displayed.
Vertical lines separate regions with different numbers of open chan-
nels ranging from 8 to 1 �Ref. 57�. Above and below these graphs
snapshots of the stretching process are shown.
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ear increase of the strain force. In this case the conductance
exhibits well-defined plateaus �see, for instance, the region
with three channels, which occurs for elongations between
0.7 and 0.83 nm�. In the last stages of the breaking of the
contact, displayed in Fig. 1, a stable single-atom contact is
formed. In this region the conductance is mainly dominated
by a single channel, although a second one is still visible �see
two-channel region or elongations between 0.86 and
0.95 nm�. Subsequently, a dimer structure is formed, which
survives for a short period of time, after which the contact
finally breaks. In this region only a single transmission chan-
nel is observed.

It is worth noticing that there is practically no difference
between the conductance G and the averaged conductance
�G �see Eq. �11��, demonstrating that the transmission as a
function of the energy is rather flat around the Fermi energy
�in the window −	
E−EF
	�. This can be seen explicitly
in Fig. 3, which we shall discuss later in more detail. The flat
transmission T�E� is expected for a noble metal such as Ag
because its density of states around EF is mainly dominated
by the contributions of the s and p bands, which are rather
broad and vary slowly with energy.

Another example of a breaking curve for Ag is depicted in
Fig. 2. In the beginning the conductance evolves similar to
the contact discussed above �see Fig. 1�. This time a stable
dimer is finally formed. Prior to the formation of the dimer
structure, which sustains a single channel �see one-channel
region or elongations from 1.06 to 1.19 nm�, there also ap-
pears a single-atom contact, where two channels are still vis-
ible �see two-channel region or elongations from
0.97 to 1.06 nm�, in analogy to what has been found for Au
before.37 We observe for both configurations a single domi-
nant transmission channel and a conductance of around 1G0.
This result is consistent with first-principles calculations,
where it has been shown for selected ideal contact geom-
etries that the transmission of Ag chains is around 1G0 and
the conductance is carried by a single transmission
channel.58,59

Due to the appearance of a stable dimer structure there is
now a long and flat last plateau before rupture in Fig. 2. Our
simulations show that this type of dimer is the most common
structure in the last stages of the contact formation.

A certain peculiarity can be observed if one has a closer
look at the region with six open channels. Here, the conduc-
tance first drops abruptly and then increases again in the
region with five open channels. Notice that this increase is
accompanied by a steady decrease of the MCS. This type of
reentrance of the conductance, which is often observed ex-
perimentally, cannot be explained in terms of semiclassical
arguments, which are based on Eq. �1�. According to this
formula the conductance should be a monotonous function of
the MCS, which, however, is not always the case. Such
break-ins of the conductance have already been observed in
simpler TB calculations.27

In order to explain the existence of a single channel in the
final stages of breaking, we have plotted in Fig. 3 the LDOS
of an atom in the narrowest part of the junction as a function
of the energy together with the transmission. We have chosen
a dimer configuration at an elongation of 1.16 nm, right be-
fore the rupture of the contact displayed in Fig. 2. The trans-

mission around the Fermi energy is made up of a single
channel, exhibiting only a tiny variation in the energy win-
dow −	
E−EF
	. In the LDOS there are two dominant
contributions, one coming from the s orbital, as expected,
and the other one from the pz orbital. Therefore, the trans-
mission channel is expected to consist mainly of these two
contributions, the other orbitals being of minor importance.
As found before,8,50 the s and pz orbitals are then forming a
radially isotropic transmission channel along the transport
direction. If we denote by lz the projection of the angular
momentum onto the z axis �transport direction�, this channel
has the quantum number lz=0.

B. Statistical analysis of silver contacts

In Fig. 4 our computed MCS histogram as well as the
computed conductance histogram are displayed. The histo-
grams are obtained by collecting the results of the stretching
of 50 Ag contacts oriented along the �001� direction at 4.2 K,
as described in Sec. II. In the case of the MCS histogram, the

FIG. 2. �Color online� Formation of a dimer configuration for
Ag �4.2 K, �001� direction�. The upper panel shows the strain force
as a function of the elongation of the contact. In the lower panel the
conductance G, the averaged conductance �G, the MCS radius, and
the channel transmissions are displayed. Vertical lines separate re-
gions with different numbers of open channels ranging from 8 to 1
�Ref. 57�. Above and below these graphs snapshots of the stretching
process are shown.
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most remarkable feature is the appearance of very pro-
nounced peaks, which indicate the existence of particularly
stable contact radii. For the purpose of correlating these
peaks with the structure in the conductance histogram, we
have marked the regions around the peaks in the MCS his-
togram with different pattern styles. In the conductance his-
togram we indicate the counts for conductances belonging to
a certain MCS region with the same pattern style, in order to
establish this correlation between the geometric structure of
the contacts and the features in the conductance histogram.

With respect to the conductance histogram, our main re-
sult is the appearance of a pronounced peak at 1G0, in ac-
cordance with the experimental results.54–56 This peak
mainly stems from the contributions of contacts with MCS
radii in the first �dimers� and second �single-atom contacts�
region of the MCS histogram. Therefore, we can conclude
that the peak at 1G0 is a consequence or manifestation of the
formation of single-atom contacts and dimers in the last
stages of the breaking of the Ag wires.

It is also important to stress that the contributions to the
conductance histogram coming from different regions of the
MCS histogram clearly overlap. This means in practice that
the MCS radius is not the only ingredient that determines the
conductance, as one would conclude from semiclassical ar-
guments �see Eq. �1��. In other words, the peak structure in
the MCS histogram is not simply translated into a peak struc-
ture in the low-temperature conductance histogram, as sug-
gested in Ref. 23.

At this stage, a word of caution is pertinent. In break
junction experiments, contacts are opened and closed repeat-

edly, and the breaking processes starts with a conductance as
large as 100G0.17 Compared to this value, our simulations
start with a very small conductance of around 4G0. Addition-
ally, all the contacts are oriented along the �001� direction,
which can be expected to have an influence on the structure
of the conductance histogram. Even for rather thick contacts
it has been shown experimentally that prefabricated wires
cause a different peak structure in the conductance
histograms.60

The last three peaks of the MCS histogram �labeled 10,
11, and 12 in Fig. 4� are mainly dominated by the �arbi-
trarily� selected �001� starting configuration. It is interesting
to observe that the MCS region labeled with a 10 has a large
weight at conductances of somewhat above 2G0, although it
should be expected to have contributions for large transmis-
sions because of its high MCS. The break-in of the conduc-

FIG. 3. �Color online� Ag contact of Fig. 2 at an elongation of
1.16 nm. The total transmission T is plotted as a function of the
energy together with the contributions from the different transmis-
sion channels Tn. Additionally the local density of states �LDOS� is
given for an atom in the narrowest part of the contact, where the
different orbital contributions have been itemized. Above the figure
the narrowest part of the Ag contact is displayed in a magnified
fashion and the atom is indicated, for which the LDOS is shown.

FIG. 4. �Color online� MCS histogram �upper panel� and con-
ductance histogram �lower panel� for Ag �4.2 K, �001� direction, 50
contacts�. In the MCS histogram different regions of frequently oc-
curring radii have been defined with different pattern styles. The
patterns in the conductance histogram indicate the number of counts
for conductances belonging to the corresponding region of the MCS
histogram. For better reference in the text, some regions in the MCS
and conductance histogram have additionally been labeled with
numbers. In the inset of the lower panel the conductance histogram
is displayed in the relevant region in a smoothed version by aver-
aging over six nearest-neighbor points.
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tance in Fig. 2 at the transition from the six-to five-channel
region is an example showing the origin of the large weight
of this MCS region at 2G0. This observation illustrates that
even conductance regions down to 2G0 are distorted due to
the small size of our contacts. While we can be sure about
the first peak in the conductance histogram at 1G0, all the
higher peaks would require the study of bigger contacts with
even more atoms in the central region.

It is important to remark that out of 50 simulations we
have only observed the formation of three short chains with
three, four, and five atoms in each case. This is in strong
contrast to the case of Au, where chains were encountered
much more frequently and with more chain atoms.37 Short
atomic Ag chains of up to three atoms have also been ob-
served in experiments.55,56

Another important piece of information can be obtained
from the analysis of the mean channel transmission �aver-
aged over all contacts� as a function of the conductance,
which is shown in Fig. 5.61,96 Here, one can see that the
conductance region below 1G0 is largely dominated by a
single channel. Above 1G0 a sharp onset of the second trans-
mission channel can be observed, the third channel increas-
ing more continuously. At 2G0 again an onset of the fourth
and fifth channel are visible.

These results can be related to the experimental observa-
tion on noble metals made by Ludoph et al.,54,62 namely, the
principle of the “saturation of channel transmission.” This
principle says that there is “a strong tendency for the chan-
nels contributing to the conductance of atomic-size Au con-
tacts to be fully transmitting, with the exception of one,
which carries the remaining fractional conductance.”62 This
tendency of the channels to open one by one is evident for
the first channel from Fig. 5 and also experimentally the first
peak in the conductance histogram for Ag fulfills this prin-
ciple best.54 Concerning the higher conductances the finite
size of our contacts plays an increasingly restrictive role, but
we are well in line with the statement �made for Au, Ag, and
Cu� that “particularly the second peaks in the histograms are
also determined by other statistical �probably atomic� prop-
erties of the contact.”54

IV. PLATINUM ATOMIC CONTACTS

Now, we turn to the analysis of Pt contacts. Pt is a tran-
sition metal with 10 valence electrons in the partially occu-
pied 5d and 6s orbitals. The experiments reported so far
show that in the case of Pt the last conductance plateau lies
typically above 1G0. Consequently, the conductance histo-
gram is dominated by the presence of a broad peak centered
around 1.5G0.55,63,64 Another remarkable feature of Pt con-
tacts is the appearance of monoatomic chains �with up to six
atoms�, which have a conductance ranging from around 1.5
to 1.0G0 as the length increases.65,66 Moreover, complex os-
cillations of the conductance as a function of the number of
chain atoms are superimposed on top of such a decay. Their
origin has been explained in terms of a nearly half-filled s
band and the additional conduction channels provided by the
almost full d bands.67

A. Evolution of individual platinum contacts

In Fig. 6 a typical example of the formation of a dimer
configuration is shown. As before, in addition to the strain
force, we display the conductance, the averaged conduc-
tance, the MCS radius, and the channel transmissions. The
initial evolution is quite similar for all the 50 Pt contacts
analyzed here. In this region, which corresponds to elonga-
tions below 0.17 nm, we observe between 11 and 10 open
conduction channels. After this region, and as in the case of
Ag contacts, the conductance evolves in a series of jumps
which coincide with plastic deformations �see the positions
of break-ins in the sawtooth shape of the strain force�. How-
ever, in contrast to Ag, now we find strong conductance fluc-
tuations during the different elastic plateaus. The stretching
of the contact of Fig. 6 ends with the formation of a dimer,
which sustains three open channels and has a conductance
above 1G0 �see the region with elongations between 1.12 and
1.22 nm�. This is again contrary to the Ag junctions dis-
cussed above, where only a single dominant channel is ob-
served in the final stages before rupture.

On the other hand, the comparison between the conduc-
tance G and the averaged conductance �G shows certain
deviations �see for instance the region with four channels�.
This fact indicates that for Pt there is a much stronger varia-
tion of the transmission as a function of the energy around
the Fermi energy, as compared with Ag. This is in agreement
with the experimental finding of nonlinear current-voltage
characteristics for Pt as opposed to linear ones for a noble
metal such as Au.68

The clear differences between the Pt and the Ag contacts
can be traced back to the difference in their electronic struc-
ture, as we now proceed to illustrate. We show in Fig. 7 the
LDOS for an atom in the narrowest part of the junction as a
function of the energy together with the transmission. We
have chosen a dimer configuration at an elongation of
1.18 nm just before the rupture of the contact of Fig. 6. No-
tice the presence of a much more pronounced structure in the
transmission around the Fermi energy as compared to Fig. 3,
which can be attributed to the contribution of d states. This
fact naturally explains the deviation between the conduc-
tance G at EF and the averaged conductance �G �see Fig. 6�.

FIG. 5. �Color online� Mean value of the transmission coeffi-
cient �Tn as a function of the conductance for Ag �4.2 K, �001�
direction, 50 contacts�. The error bars indicate the mean error �
�Ref. 61�.
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At the same time, the partially occupied d orbitals are also
responsible for the larger number of open transmission chan-
nels �three in the dimer region of Fig. 6�, as they provide
additional paths for electron transfer between the two
electrodes.63

From Fig. 7 it is evident that d states play a major role for
the conductance in Pt contacts. The strong fluctuations of the
conductance during the elastic stages of stretching, as ob-
served in Fig. 6, point out a high sensitivity of these d states
to the atomic configurations. These two phenomena, namely
the pronounced structure of the transmission around the
Fermi energy and the sensitivity of d states to atomic con-
figurations are related. Indeed, a slight variation of EF for a
fixed contact geometry has a similar effect on the conduc-
tance as the modification of electronic level positions caused
by a variable contact geometry but a fixed Fermi energy.
Ultimately, the sensitivity of d states to atomic configurations
can be attributed to the spatial anisotropy of the d orbitals as
compared to the spatially isotropic s orbitals, which are re-
sponsible for the conductance in Ag contacts.

Now we proceed to discuss the formation of chains in Pt
contacts. In the last stages of our simulations we often ob-
serve the formation of special structures, namely, linear
chains of several atoms. In Fig. 8 we show the evolution of a
Pt contact, which features a five-atom chain before rupture.
As for the contact discussed previously, substantial fluctua-
tions in the conductance are visible even during the elastic
stages, demonstrating again the sensitivity of d orbitals to
atomic positions. The conductance during the formation of
the chain is mainly dominated by two channels, but also a
third one is contributing slightly. The first two channels can
be of nearly the same magnitude �see elongations above
1.1 nm�. After the dimer has formed, the transmission fluc-
tuates around 1G0. Compared with Ag, the conductance can,
however, also be higher than 1G0 due to the presence of a
second and a third open channel. The conductance of the last
plateau is slightly below the typical experimental value of
1.5G0,55,69 a fact that we shall discuss below.

During the formation of the chain �see three-channel re-
gion or elongations above 0.8 nm�, the strain force exhibits a
clear sawtooth behavior. The abrupt jumps in the force after
the long elastic stages signal the incorporation of a new atom
into the chain. Such incorporations happen at elongations of
0.79 nm �dimer�, 1.00 nm �three-atom chain�, 1.05 nm �four-
atom chain�, and 1.27 nm �five-atom chain�. Additional
jumps at 0.83, 1.11, and 1.33 nm are due to bond breakings
at the chain ends. Note that the incorporation of a new atom
into an atomic chain does not always require long stretching
distances of the order of the nearest-neighbor distance. Be-
cause of metastabilities depending on the geometry of the

FIG. 6. �Color online� Formation of a dimer configuration for Pt
�4.2 K, �001� direction�. The upper panel shows the strain force as a
function of the elongation of the contact. In the lower panel the
conductance G, the averaged conductance �G, the MCS radius, and
the channel transmissions are displayed. Vertical lines separate re-
gions with different numbers of open channels ranging from 11 to 3
�Ref. 57�. Above and below these graphs snapshots of the stretching
process are shown.

FIG. 7. �Color online� Pt contact of Fig. 6 at an elongation of
1.18 nm. The total transmission T is plotted as a function of the
energy together with the contributions from the different transmis-
sion channels Tn. Additionally the LDOS is given for an atom in the
narrowest part of the contact, where the different orbital contribu-
tions have been itemized. Above the figure the narrowest part of the
Pt contact is displayed in a magnified fashion and the atom is indi-
cated, for which the LDOS is shown.
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junction, they may actually be much shorter, as can be in-
ferred from the transition from the three-atom chain to the
four-atom chain.

In order to explore changes in the electronic structure and
their influence on the transmission for the evolution from a
dimer to long atomic chain, we analyze these two kinds of
structures now in more detail. In Fig. 9 we plot the transmis-
sion and LDOS as a function of the energy, considering as
example the contact of Fig. 8. As can be seen in Fig. 9�a� for
the case of the dimer, the main contributions to the LDOS at
the Fermi energy come from the s, dyz, dzx, and d3r2−z2 orbit-
als. As for the dimer structure investigated above, the d or-
bitals contribute significantly to the LDOS �see Fig. 7�.
While the energy dependence of the transmission looks
qualitatively similar, the LDOS changes dramatically when a
long chain is formed �see Fig. 9�b��. We observe a pinning of
the s and d3r2−z2 states at the Fermi energy, where the s state
is close to half filling corresponding to an electronic 5d96s1

configuration of the Pt atom. �Notice also the change in scale
for the LDOS when going from Fig. 9�a� to Fig. 9�b�.� Com-
paring the energy dependence of the transmission channels
and the LDOS in Fig. 9�b�, we can infer that the first channel
is a linear combination of s, pz, and d3r2−z2 orbitals �lz=0�,

while the second and third seem dominated by dyz and dzx
orbital contributions �lz= ±1�. These findings are perfectly in
line with Ref. 67.

It is also noteworthy that when the d states have decayed
1 eV above the Fermi energy and the s contribution domi-
nates in the LDOS, only a single channel is observed in the

FIG. 8. �Color online� Formation of a five-atom chain for Pt
�4.2 K, �001� direction�. The upper panel shows the strain force as a
function of the elongation of the contact. In the lower panel the
conductance G, the averaged conductance �G, the MCS radius, and
the channel transmissions are displayed. Vertical lines separate re-
gions with different numbers of open channels ranging from 11 to 3
�Ref. 57�. Above and below these graphs snapshots of the stretching
process are shown.

FIG. 9. �Color online� Pt contact of Fig. 8 at an elongation of
0.95 nm, when the contact is forming a dimer �a� and at an elonga-
tion of 1.44 nm, when the contact is forming a five-atom chain �b�.
In each case the total transmission T is plotted as a function of the
energy together with the contributions from the different transmis-
sion channels Tn. Additionally the LDOS is given for an atom in the
narrowest part of the contact, where the different orbital contribu-
tions have been itemized. Above each figure the narrowest part of
the Pt contact is displayed in a magnified fashion and the atom is
indicated, for which the LDOS is shown.
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transmission for both the dimer and the chain configuration
�see Figs. 7 and 9�. This would correspond exactly to the
situation described above for Ag wires, and demonstrates
that the differences between these two metallic contacts �Ag
and Pt� are mainly due to the different positions of their
Fermi energy.

B. Statistical analysis of platinum contacts

Putting together all the results for the 50 Pt contacts simu-
lated in our study, we obtain the histograms for the MCS and
conductance shown in Fig. 10. The MCS histogram exhibits
a very pronounced peak at radii corresponding to dimer con-
tacts and chains of atoms. Out of 50 breaking events we
obtain 18 chains, 17 chains ranging from 5 to 11 atoms and
one with up to 19 atoms. The tendency of Pt to form atomic
chains is consistent with experiments,55,65 but the ratio of

chain formation is obviously higher than in the experiments.
This could partly be due to the thinness of the contacts that
we investigate. There exists experimental evidence for the
formation of chains with lengths up to six atoms,55 while
longer chains become more and more unlikely. Therefore,
our chains with more than eight atoms seem somewhat arti-
ficial.

In the conductance histogram the low-lying MCS peak for
dimers and atomic chains gives rise to a very broad peak in
the conductance histogram. The position of this peak is cen-
tered around 1G0 rather than 1.5G0, as in the experiment.55,69

If we exclude the longest chains �chains with more than eight
atoms�, we obtain a conductance histogram with a very
broad peak at 1.15G0 �see the inset in Fig. 10�.

Experimentally it has been shown that the peak at 1.5G0
shifts to 1.8G0 for higher bias voltages.69 This has been at-
tributed to a structural transition, where atomic chains are
replaced by single-atom contacts. Thus, the conductance of
dimers and chains should be around 1.5G0 and the conduc-
tance of single-atom contacts around 1.8G0. In Fig. 2 of Ref.
66 Smit et al. reported a decrease of the average conductance
from 1.5G0 to around 1G0 for increasing chain lengths. This
demonstrates that our broad distribution of conductances
around 1G0 in the conductance histogram �see Fig. 10� is not
unreasonable, although the transmission for dimers and short
chains seems to be underestimated. A recent DFT study in-
vestigated ideal Pt chains consisting of two to five atoms in
the �001� direction.70 Conductances between 2G0 and 1G0
were obtained with a trend toward 1G0 for longer chains in
agreement with experiment. The structure of the chains,
which in our case is linear, was zigzaglike. This could be
another explanation for the lower transmissions in our
study.71

Although the peak position in the conductance histogram
in Fig. 10 is lower than in the experiments, we want to point
out the strong qualitative differences in comparison to Ag.
While the first two MCS peaks in the Ag histogram �see Fig.
4� are restricted to conductance values below 1G0, this is not
the case for Pt. Here, the first two peaks cover a range of
conductance values from as low as 0.1G0 up to 2G0. This is
again due to the contribution of the d orbitals at the Fermi
energy, which leads to a higher number of open channels in
the case of Pt, as explained in Sec. IV A. Let us recall that
for Ag there is a single dominant transmission channel �and a
small second one�, while for Pt there are usually three chan-
nels in the last stages of breaking, and the second channel
can be comparable in magnitude to the first. As explained
above, the extraordinary width of the first peak in the con-
ductance histogram for Pt can be attributed to the sensitivity
of d states to the atomic configuration of the contact.

This qualitative difference in the number of conduction
channels is illustrated in Fig. 11, where we show the mean
value of the transmission coefficients as a function of the
conductance.61 Notice that as compared with the case of Ag
�see Fig. 5�, there are contributions from the second and third
channel already present for conductances below 1G0. For
conductances of 1.5G0 there are four or five channels on
average.

In conclusion, the different behavior of Ag and Pt contacts
stems from the different electronic states present at the Fermi

FIG. 10. �Color online� MCS histogram �upper panel� and con-
ductance histogram �lower panel� for Pt �4.2 K, �001� direction, 50
contacts�. In the MCS histogram different regions of frequently oc-
curring radii have been defined with different pattern styles. The
patterns in the conductance histogram indicate the number of counts
for conductances belonging to the corresponding region of the MCS
histogram. In the inset of the lower panel the conductance histo-
gram is displayed in the relevant region in a smoothed version by
averaging over six nearest-neighbor points for all contacts �solid�
and contacts with up to eight atoms in the chain �dotted�.
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energy. While for noble metals such as Au and Ag it is lo-
cated in the s band, its position is shifted downwards into the
d bands for Pt. Therefore, in the latter case there are in gen-
eral more open channels contributing to the conductance.
This confirms the statements of Scheer et al.7 that the num-
ber of transmission channels is determined by the chemical
valence.

V. ALUMINUM ATOMIC CONTACTS

Al is an example of the so-called sp-like metals. In the
crystalline form there are three valence electrons occupying
partly the 3s and 3p bands around the Fermi energy. In this
respect, Al has a very different electronic structure as com-
pared to Au, Ag, or Pt, and in this section we study how this
electronic structure is reflected in the conductance through
Al atomic wires. Due to the technical problems detailed be-
low, this analysis will be considerably shorter than for the
other metals.

The experimental studies of the conductance of Al
atomic-sized contacts have shown several peculiar
features.5,8,55,72,73 For instance, Scheer et al.,5 making use of
the superconducting current-voltage characteristics to extract
the transmission coefficients, showed that usually three con-
duction channels contribute to the transport, although the
conductance of the last plateau is typically below 1G0. This
was explained in Ref. 6 in terms of the contribution of the p
orbitals to the transport. Exploiting conductance fluctuations,
the presence of several conduction channels for conduc-
tances above 0.5G0 could subsequently be confirmed by an-
other independent experimental technique.54 As an additional
peculiarity, Al is one of the few multivalent metals which
exhibits several pronounced peaks in the conductance histo-
grams at low temperatures.73 The first peak appears at around
0.8G0 and the next ones at 1.9G0, 3.2G0, and 4.5G0. Further-
more, the conductance plateaus in Al have a positive slope
upon stretching,5,72 which is quite unique.

Again we simulated 50 breaking events. Although we al-
ways observe in the last stage of the nanocontacts either a

single-atom contact �36 times�, a dimer �13 times�, and in
one case a four-atom chain, the single-atom contacts and
dimers are often very short-lived configurations and less
stable than the corresponding Ag and Pt structures. We at-
tribute this to shortcomings in the semiempirical potential
employed for Al in this work. Previously it has been shown
that this potential cannot reproduce adequately the mechani-
cal properties of an infinite Al chain.74 This underestimation
of the stability of thin wires is quite apparent in our simula-
tions, where the contacts break effectively at conductances
well above 1.5G0 and with several atoms present in the
MCS.

This technical problem hindered the proper analysis of the
statistical properties of Al contacts. However, we could re-
cover a few sensible examples. One of the formations of a
relatively stable dimer is displayed in Fig. 12. A region of
three transmitting channels can be observed shortly before
contact rupture, and the conductance of the dimer configura-
tion is close to 1G0, which agrees nicely with the observa-
tions of Scheer et al.5 The origin of these three channels is,
as explained in Ref. 6, the contribution of the partly occupied
sp-hybridized valence orbitals of Al to the transport. Before
this region, a nice plateau around 2G0 is visible. Both fea-
tures agree well with the peaks in the experimental conduc-
tance histogram for Al close to 0.8G0 and 1.9G0.55,73 More

FIG. 11. �Color online� Mean value of the transmission coeffi-
cient �Tn as a function of the conductance for Pt �4.2 K, �001�
direction, 50 contacts�. The error bars indicate the mean error �
�Ref. 61�

FIG. 12. �Color online� Formation of a dimer configuration for
Al �4.2 K, �001� direction�. The upper panel shows the strain force
as a function of the elongation of the contact. In the lower panel the
conductance G, the MCS radius and the channel transmissions are
displayed. Vertical lines separate regions with different numbers of
open channels ranging from 17 to 3 �Ref. 57�. Above and below
these graphs snapshots of the stretching process are shown.
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importantly, our results reproduce the peculiar positive
slopes of the last plateaus of the stretching curves, in com-
pliance with Refs. 5, 8, 34, and 72.

VI. NICKEL ATOMIC CONTACTS

During the last years a lot of attention has been devoted to
the analysis of contacts of magnetic materials.75–81 �For a
more complete list of references see Refs. 1 and 81.� In these
nanowires the spin degeneracy is lifted, which can poten-
tially lead to interesting spin-related phenomena in the trans-
port properties. For instance, different groups have reported
the observation of half-integer conductance quantization ei-
ther induced by a small magnetic field77 or even in the ab-
sence of a field.79,80 These observations are quite striking
since such quantization requires simultaneously the existence
of a fully spin-polarized current and perfectly open conduc-
tion channels.82 With our present understanding of the con-
duction in these metallic junctions, it is hard to believe that
these criteria can be met, in particular, in the ferromagnetic
transition metals �Ni, Co, and Fe�. As a matter of fact, in a
more recent study by Untiedt et al.,81 carried out at low
temperatures and under cryogenic vacuum conditions, the
complete absence of quantization in atomic contacts of Ni,
Co, and Fe has been reported, even in the presence of a
magnetic field as high as 5 T. Several recent model calcula-
tions support these findings.83–86

In this section we address the issue of the conductance
quantization and the spin polarization of the current with a
thorough analysis of Ni contacts. As described in Sec. II B
we apply our method to a Hamiltonian with spin-dependent
matrix elements.46

A. Evolution of individual nickel contacts

In Fig. 13 we show the evolution of the conductance dur-
ing the formation of a Ni dimer structure, which is the most
common geometry in the last stages of the breaking process.
In addition to the evolution of the conductance and transmis-
sion eigenchannels for both spin components separately, we
have plotted the MCS radius, strain force, spin polarization
of the current, and contact configurations. The spin polariza-
tion P, shown in the inset of the lower panel, is defined as

P =
G↑ − G↓

G↑ + G↓ � 100% , �13�

where G� is the conductance of the spin component � �see
Eq. �8��. Here, spin up ��= ↑ � means majority spins and spin
down ��= ↓ � minority spins. Notice that in the last stages of
the stretching the conductance is dominated by a single chan-
nel for the majority spins, while for the minority spin there
are still up to four open channels. In the final stages �see
regions with three or one open channel�s� for G↑� the con-
ductance for the majority spin lies below 1.2e2 /h, while for
the minority spin it is close to 2e2 /h, adding up to a conduc-
tance of around 1.2–1.6G0.

With respect to the evolution of the spin polarization of
the current, in the beginning of the stretching process it takes
a value of around −40%, i.e., the conductance of the

minority-spin component outweighs that of the majority-spin
component. This is expected from the bulk density of states
of Ni. For this transition metal the Fermi level lies in the s
band �close to the edge of the d bands� for the majority spins
and in the d bands for the minority spins. For this reason,
there is a larger number of conduction channels for minority-
spin component. This value of P is indeed quite close to the
value of the spin polarization of the bulk density of states at

FIG. 13. �Color online� Formation of a dimer configuration for
Ni �4.2 K, �001� direction�. The upper panel shows the strain force
as a function of the elongation of the contact. In the lower two
panels the conductance G�, the MCS radius and the channel trans-
missions are displayed for the respective spin component �. Vertical
lines separate regions with different numbers of open channels
ranging from 7 to 1 and 18 to 4, respectively �Ref. 57�. An inset
shows the evolution of the spin polarization. Above and below these
graphs snapshots of the stretching process are shown.
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the Fermi energy, which in our model is equal to −40.5%. As
the contact geometry starts changing, the spin polarization of
the current begins to fluctuate. It increases even to values of
above 0%, but keeps a tendency towards negative values,
until it starts increasing to over +80% in the tunneling re-
gime, when the contact is broken.

Let us now try to gain further insight into these findings.
We show in Fig. 14 the transmission as a function of the
energy together with the LDOS for an atom in the narrowest
part of the constriction portrayed in the upper part of the
figure. It can be observed that the Fermi energy, as in bulk, is
located just at the edge of the d states for the majority-spin
component, while it is inside the d states for the minority-
spin component. The majority-spin component therefore ex-
hibits a single transmission channel, behaving like a noble
metal �see the results for Ag in Sec. III�, while there are
several open channels for the minority-spin component as in
the case of a transition metal �see results for Pt in Sec. IV�.

Concerning the spin polarization of the current, the large
density of states at EF for the minority-spin component usu-

ally gives rise to a higher number of open channels for the
minority-spin component than for the majority-spin compo-
nent, which in turn leads to a negative spin polarization of
the current. However, this argument is just qualitative, be-
cause the actual transmission of the channels cannot simply
be predicted from the LDOS. The conductance depends also
on the overlap of the relevant orbitals and on nonlocal prop-
erties such as the disorder in the contact region. As a counter
example, Fig. 13 shows that also intervals of positive spin
polarization can be found, although the density of states of
the minority-spin component is usually higher than for the
majority-spin component. This is particularly dramatic in the
tunneling regime at the end of the breaking process, where,
for instance, in Fig. 13 we see that a value of P= +80% is
reached. Such a reversal of the spin polarization is due to the
fact that the couplings between the d orbitals of the two Ni
tips decrease much faster with distance than the correspond-
ing s orbitals. As will be discuss further below, the result is
typically a reduction of the minority-spin conductance and
therefore a positive value of P.

We would like to point out that the contribution of the
minority-spin component to the conductance is very sensitive
to changes in the configuration. As is evident from Fig. 13,
the minority spin shows stronger fluctuations than the major-
ity spin as a function of the elongation. Again, this is a con-
sequence of the fact that the minority-spin contribution is
dominated by the d orbitals, which are anisotropic and there-
fore more susceptible to disorder than the s states responsible
for the conductance of the majority spins. The sensitivity to
atomic configurations is in agreement with the findings for
Ag and Pt as discussed above, where stronger fluctuations of
the conductance are seen for the transition metal Pt, as com-
pared with the noble metal Ag.

B. Statistical analysis of nickel contacts

For the Ni contacts we did not observe the formation of
any chain in the 50 simulated stretching processes. As a con-
sequence, only a small first peak is visible in the MCS his-
togram �see Fig. 15�. This peak originates from the dimer
configurations, which usually form before the contacts break.
In the conductance histogram there is a shoulder at around
1.3G0. Part of this first peak is buried under the subsequent
conductance peak with its maximum at 2.5G0. This second
very broad peak is mainly influenced by the starting configu-
ration, which means that the small size of our contacts might
hide part of the peak structure in the conductance histogram.
According to the MCS regions contributing to the shoulder
in the Ni conductance histogram, the first peak is mainly
composed of thick contacts �MCS of around 2 Å�. This also
explains the large broadening of the histogram peak, since
for thick contacts, there is more configurational variability.

Concerning the comparison with measurements, the
shoulder at 1.3G0 in our results is in agreement with the
experimental conductance histogram, where a particularly
broad peak between 1.1G0 and 1.6G0 is observed.81 Our cal-
culations indicate that this peak contains contributions from
high MCS regions. The remarkable width of the first peak in
the experimental conductance histogram is then explained by

FIG. 14. �Color online� Ni contact of Fig. 13 at an elongation of
0.83 nm. The transmission is plotted as a function of the energy
together with the contributions from the different transmission
channels Tn

� for the respective spin component �. Additionally the
LDOS is given for each spin component for an atom in the narrow-
est part of the contact, where the different orbital contributions have
been itemized. Above the figure the narrowest part of the Ni contact
is displayed in a magnified fashion and the atom is indicated, for
which the LDOS is shown.
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the configurational variability of thick contacts in conjunc-
tion with the contribution of configurationally sensitive d
states to the conductance of the minority-spin component.
However, this interpretation requires further discussion. Usu-
ally the first peak in the experimental conductance histo-
grams is believed to arise from single-atom contacts and
dimers.7 With respect to the problems encountered for Al
�see Sec. V�, it may be that the employed EMT potential for
Ni underestimates the stability of single-atom and dimer con-
figurations in a similar manner. In contrast to our MCS his-
togram, García-Mochales et al.87 obtain a decreasing peak
height for higher MCS radii. Although their results are ob-
tained with a slightly different approach and for thicker con-
tacts, their findings support the conjecture of a possible un-
derestimation of the stability of single-atom contacts and
dimers in our calculations. As a consequence the contribution
of such configurations to the first peak in the conductance
histogram may be too low. In addition, as mentioned above,

this first peak in the conductance histogram is not well sepa-
rated from contributions with a high MCS, which are influ-
enced by our starting configuration. Simulations of thicker
contacts and more sophisticated calculations of the contact
geometry may be needed to clarify the robustness of our
findings.

With regard to the mean channel transmission of the spin-
components as a function of the conductance,61 the minority-
spin component exhibits more transmission channels than the
majority-spin component �see Fig. 16�. This further illus-
trates our previous argument, where we explained that the
majority-spin component possesses an Ag-like character,
while the minority-spin component behaves more Pt-like.
Note also that the first channel for the majority-spin compo-
nent opens up remarkably slowly compared with Ag �see
Fig. 5�.

Now we want to address the question of how the spin
polarization of the current is influenced by configurational
changes. For this purpose, we show in Fig. 17 the spin po-
larization P as a function of the conductance for all the 50
simulated breaking events. As already observed in the simu-
lation of a single breaking event �see Fig. 13�, the spin po-
larization of all the contacts starts at a value of −40%, when
the contact is close to its starting configuration. As explained
above, this value for the spin polarization of the current co-
incides rather well with the polarization of the bulk density
of states at the Fermi energy. As the contact is stretched, also
the diversity of geometrical configurations increases and the
spin polarization values are widely spread, ranging from
around −60 to 20%. There is a tendency towards negative

FIG. 15. �Color online� MCS histogram �upper panel� and con-
ductance histogram �lower panel� for Ni �4.2 K, �001� direction, 50
contacts�. In the MCS histogram different regions of frequently oc-
curring radii have been defined with different pattern styles. The
patterns in the conductance histogram indicate the number of counts
for conductances belonging to the corresponding region of the MCS
histogram. In the inset of the lower panel the conductance histo-
gram is displayed in the relevant region in a smoothed version by
averaging over six nearest-neighbor points.

FIG. 16. �Color online� Mean value of the transmission coeffi-
cient �Tn

� for the respective spin component � as a function of the
conductance for Ni �4.2 K, �001� direction, 50 contacts�. The error
bars indicate the mean error � �Ref. 61�.
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spin polarizations, as can be observed in the inset of Fig. 17.
The average spin polarization varies between −30 and −10%
for conductances above 0.6G0. As described in the previous
subsection, these variations arise from the high sensitivity of
the minority-spin conductance to atomic positions, as com-
pared to the less sensitive majority-spin conductance. The
trend towards negative P values can be explained by the
higher number of states present at the Fermi energy for the
minority-spin component as opposed to the majority-spin
component.

In the region of conductances below 0.6G0 the number of
points is comparatively lower, which explains the partly big-
ger error bars. Nevertheless, the number of realizations is
still enough to see the spreading of P values over an even
wider interval than in the contact regime, together with an

average tendency towards positive values. We attribute this
trend of reversed spin polarizations to the faster radial decay
of the hoppings between the d orbitals that dominate the
minority-spin contribution to the conductance, as compared
with the s orbitals that dominate majority-spin contribution.
The faster decay with distance overcomes in the tunneling
regime the effect of the higher density of states of the d
bands versus the s bands.

VII. MECHANICAL PROPERTIES OF METALLIC
ATOMIC CONTACTS

Experimentally it is possible to measure simultaneously
the conductance and the strain force during the breaking of
nanowires.12 Special attention has been devoted to the force
in the very last stage of the stretching process.42 For this
reason, we present in this section a detailed analysis of this
breaking force for the different metals discussed above, in-
cluding the results for Au of Ref. 37. In addition, the exotic
atomic chain structures will be investigated further.

Using the 50 contacts that we have simulated for the dif-
ferent metals, we construct histograms of the breaking force
in the following way: We consider the last 30 recorded
atomic configurations before the point of rupture of the con-
tact. Out of them the 20 highest values of the strain force are
assembled in a force histogram, combining the data from all
50 contacts.89 The breaking force histograms obtained for the
different metals are shown in Fig. 18. For all elements, ex-
cept for Ni, a clear maximum is visible in the center of a
broad distribution of force values. We will address later, why
Ni forms an exception in our simulations.

It is elucidating to compare the values of the breaking
force obtained in the simulations with the corresponding
forces in bulk. For this purpose, we use the “universal” bind-
ing energy function, suggested in Ref. 90, to get a rough

FIG. 17. Spin polarization of the current as a function of the
conductance. All the data points for the spin polarization are plotted
in the graph, while in the inset their arithmetic mean and the cor-
responding mean error � are displayed �Ref. 88�.

FIG. 18. Histogram of the
force needed to break atomic con-
tacts of the metals Ag, Au, Pt, and
Ni. For every contact the highest
20 force values of the last 30 re-
corded geometries before the
point of rupture are gathered �Ref.
89�. The force data for 50 contacts
of the respective metal are as-
sembled in the respective histo-
grams. Solid lines indicate the av-
erage breaking force as calculated
from the respective histogram,
while dashed lines correspond to
the bulk breaking forces �see
Table I�.
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estimate for the breaking force expected for a bulk bond �see
Appendix A for details�.

Values for the breaking forces are put together in Table I.
The expression for the breaking force in Eq. �A3� needs to be
considered as a rough estimate of the force necessary to
break a bulklike bond. Concerning a comparison of this bulk
estimate and the EMT results, it should to be recalled that the
EMT employed in the MD simulations considers by con-
struction the experimentally verified increase of atomic
bonding energies for low coordination.39 Breaking forces for
low-coordinated chains have been shown to be two to three
times larger than bulklike bonds and bond breaking may take
place at distances well before the inflection point of the bulk
estimate �see Appendix A�.41 Another difference is that the
forces listed under “bulk” are estimates for breaking forces
of a single bond. This is not necessarily the case for the
result called “EMT.” The EMT results are based on the
stretching of the nanocontacts in our MD simulations. If the
contact breaks while more than one atom resides in the MCS,
several atomic bonds might be contributing to the breaking
force of the contacts. This implies that the resulting force
could be higher than the breaking force for a single bond.

For elements with a large peak in the MCS histogram at
single-atom radii, as for the elements Au and Pt, which form
chains, usually the contacts break after the formation of a
dimer or atomic chain. As a consequence, for Ag, Au, and Pt
single atomic bonds are probed in the EMT results. For all
these elements, the force estimated from bulk considerations
agrees surprisingly well with the EMT results. For Ni, how-
ever, there is a discrepancy between the breaking force de-
termined with EMT and the bulk prediction. We attribute this
to the fact that its MCS histogram does not display a pro-
nounced peak for dimer structures �see Fig. 15�, indicating
that Ni dimers are less stable than dimers of the other inves-
tigated metals �Ag, Au, and Pt�. On account of this the break-
ing force typically contains contributions from more than a
single atomic bond, and is therefore higher than the force of
the bulk estimate. The contributions of several bonds also
explain the broad distribution without a clear maximum for
Ni in Fig. 18.

The absolute values of our breaking forces in Table I need
not be quantitative, as the investigations of Rubio-Bollinger
et al.42 show. While our EMT-breaking force for Au coin-
cides well with their value of “around 1 nN,” they found that
DFT calculations are in better agreement with the experi-
mentally measured breaking force of 1.5 nN.

Coinciding with the DFT-simulations by Bahn et al.41 the
ordering of breaking force strengths for the different metals

as predicted by the bulk estimate is FAg�FAu�FNi�FPt,
where Fx is the breaking force for the material x. The EMT
results modify this ordering slightly by interchanging Pt and
Ni.

Before we conclude, we want to investigate the appear-
ance and structural properties of the peculiar atomic chain
structures in more detail. The general mechanism behind the
chain formation during a stretching process is an increase in
bond strength between low-coordinated atoms.37,41,42,91 Inde-
pendent of the metal under investigation, we observed that
contacts in which an atomic chain has formed always break
because of a bond rupture at the chain ends. The higher bond
strength for low-coordinated atoms explains this phenom-
enon. Namely, the terminal atoms in the chain are connected
with the thicker part of the contact, and possesses a higher
coordination number than the other chain atoms. As a con-
sequence the bonds at the chain ends are weaker than the
bonds in the interior of the chain.91

We want to illustrate the mechanical properties of an
atomic chain considering as example the Pt contact of Fig. 8.
In Fig. 19 we plot the atomic displacements for this Pt con-
tact projected onto the stretching direction �z axis� in the
final elastic stage for elongations of Li=1.37 nm and Lf
=1.49 nm. The z-projected displacement is defined as dz,j
=Rz,j�Lf�−Rz,j�Li�, where Rz,j is the z component of atom j,
and Lf �Li� is the final �initial� elongation. �Additionally we
add an offset to dz,j, such that the fourth layer in the lower
electrode has zero displacement.� Due to the low coordina-
tion of the chain atoms and the associated higher bond
strength as compared to interatomic bonds of the other atoms
in the central part of the nanowire, the chain is expected to
be particularly stable. For this reason the chain atoms should
stay close to each other in a displacement plot during an
elastic stage of stretching. Instead, most of the displacement
should take place in the regions of more highly coordinated
atoms in the central part of the nanowire. Exactly this is

TABLE I. Breaking forces in nN for the metals Ag, Au, Pt, and
Ni. The values in the column labeled “EMT” �effective medium
thoery� are the average breaking force together with its standard
deviation �Ref. 61� �̃ as obtained from the force histograms in Fig.
18, and “bulk” refers to Eq. �A3�.

metal Ag Au Pt Ni

EMT 0.60±0.16 0.81±0.20 1.12±0.27 1.66±0.55

bulk 0.57 0.85 1.31 0.89

FIG. 19. The atomic displacements for the Pt contact of Fig. 8
are shown in the last elastic stage before rupture �change in coor-
dinates between initial and final elongations of Li=1.37 nm and
Lf =1.49 nm�. On the abscissa the displacement of each atom is
plotted, while on the ordinate the positions of the atoms can be seen
at the end of the elastic stage �elongation Lf�. To the right the final
configuration is displayed. The atomic displacements and positions
have both been projected onto the stretching direction �z axis�.
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visible in Fig. 19. Note that a similar analysis has been per-
formed by Rubio-Bollinger et al.42 for a Au chain.

Finally, we want to comment on experimental results of
Ref. 65. There, Smit et al. compare the tendency of forma-
tion of atomic chains for the neighboring 4d and 5d ele-
ments, namely, Rh, Pd, and Ag compared to Ir, Pt, and Au.
They find a higher occurrence of chains for the 5d elements
as compared to 4d elements, and explain this by a competi-
tion between s and d bonding. From their data92 we extract
an enhancement factor of chain formation of 3.28 for Au
compared to Ag. Taking the ratio between the content of the
first MCS peak in the histograms, which corresponds to
dimers and atomic chains, for Ag and Au normalized by the
complete area of the MCS histograms �see Fig. 4 of the
present work and Fig. 9 of Ref. 37�, we obtain a value of
3.09, in good agreement with their experiments. Bahn et al.41

pointed out that the chain formation depends sensitively on
the initial atomic configuration. In general we believe that
chain formation in our thin geometries might be enhanced
compared to experimental conditions. Nevertheless the chain
enhancement factor, as it is a relative measure, might be
robust.

VIII. CONCLUSIONS

In summary, we have analyzed the mechanical and elec-
trical properties of Ag, Pt, and Ni nanojunctions. Using a
combination of classical MD simulations and transport cal-
culations based on a TB model supplemented with a local
charge neutrality condition, we have studied the origin of the
experimentally observed characteristic features in the con-
ductance histograms of these metals. The ensemble of our
results indicates that the peak structure of the low-
temperature conductance histograms originates from an art-
ful interplay between the mechanical properties and the elec-
tronic structure of the atomic-sized contacts.

We have found strong qualitative differences between
these metals. In the case of Ag wires, we observe a first peak
at 1G0 in the conductance histogram, resulting from single-
atom contacts and dimers in good agreement with
experiments.55 In the last stages of the stretching process the
transport is dominated by a single conduction channel, which
arises mainly from the contribution of the 5s orbitals. We
find practically no formation of monoatomic chains, as op-
posed to Au wires.37 To be precise, the chain formation is
found to be suppressed by a factor of 3 compared to Au,
which is again consistent with the experimental
observations.65

In the case of Pt contacts, the first peak in the conductance
histogram is mainly due to single-atom contacts and long
atomic chains. However, it also contains some contributions
from contacts with larger MCS radii. This peak is rather
broad and centered around 1.15G0, which is somewhat below
the experimental value of 1.5G0.55,64 The differences in
width and value of this conductance peak, as compared with
Ag, can be attributed to the key contribution of the 5d orbit-
als to the transport. First, the d orbitals provide additional
conduction channels. Commonly there are three open trans-
mission channels in the final stages of the Pt contacts. Sec-

ond, these additional channels naturally give rise to higher
conductance values. Third, caused by their spatial anisotropy
the d orbitals are much more sensitive to changes in the
contact geometry, which results in a larger width of the his-
togram features.

With respect to Al the statistical analysis of the contacts
was hindered due to shortcomings in the employed EMT
potential. However, for a sensible example a region of three
transmitting channels is observed shortly before contact rup-
ture, and the conductance of the dimer configuration is close
to 1G0, which agrees nicely with experimental observations.5

These three channels originate from the contribution of the
partly occupied sp-hybridized valence orbitals of Al to the
transport. In addition, our results reproduce the peculiar posi-
tive slopes of the last plateaus of the stretching curves.5,6,34,72

In the case of ferromagnetic Ni, we have shown that the
contacts behave as a mixture of a noble metal �such as Ag�
and a transition metal �such as Pt�. While the 4s orbitals play
the main role for the transport of the majority-spin electrons,
the conduction of the minority-spin electrons is controlled by
the partially occupied 3d orbitals. This follows from the po-
sition of the Fermi energy, which lies in the s band for the
majority spins and in the d bands for the minority spins. In
the conductance histogram we obtain a shoulder at 1.3G0,
whose large width can again be attributed to the extreme
sensitivity of the d orbitals to atomic configurations. On the
other hand, we find that the spin polarization of the current in
the Ni contacts is generally negative, increasing and fluctu-
ating as the contacts narrow down and become disordered. In
particular, large positive values are possible in the tunneling
regime, right after the rupture of the wires. Once more, this
behavior can be traced back to the fact that the d orbitals
play a key role in the conductance of the minority-spin com-
ponent.

The mechanical properties of our nanocontacts have been
analyzed in detail with respect to breaking forces and the
peculiar atomic chains. Concerning the breaking forces a
simple estimate for the maximal force per bulk bond matches
well the simulation results for Ag and Pt. However, Ni shows
deviations from the bulk estimate and an extraordinarily
broad distribution of breaking force values, which we at-
tribute to the generally larger thickness of the contacts at the
breaking point, meaning that the breaking force contains
contributions of several atomic bonds. Contacts with an
atomic chain configuration were observed to always tear
apart due to a bond rupture at the chain ends in agreement
with previous simulations.91 Pt atomic chains were illustrated
to exhibit an enhanced stability as compared to the remaining
atoms in thicker parts of the nanowire.

Another important observation is that, although we obtain
for every metal a sequence of peaks in the MCS histogram,
these peaks are smeared out in the conductance histograms.
This indicates that not only the narrowest part of the con-
striction determines the conductance, but also the atomic
configuration close to the narrowest part plays a role. This
finding challenges the direct translation of peak positions in
the conductance histogram into contact radii via the Sharvin
formula. However, we should also point out the limitations
of our modeling, in particular the small number of atoms
present in the junctions. Moreover, let us remind that we
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have focused our analysis on low temperatures �4.2 K�,
where the atoms do not have enough kinetic energy to ex-
plore the low-energy configurations. Both the small number
of atoms and the low temperature may cause an enhanced
atomic disorder of the contacts in the stretching process.

The effects of higher temperatures, different crystallo-
graphic orientations of the contacts, a finite stiffness of the
electrodes30,32 instead of the investigated infinitely rigid
leads, or other protocols of the stretching process with dif-
ferent annealing, heating and relaxation times have not been
addressed in this study. A first-principles description of thick
contacts, in which both the mechanics and the electronic
structure of the contacts are treated at a higher level of ac-
curacy and on an equal footing, should be a major goal for
the theory in the future. Experiments in which, simulta-
neously to the recording of a conductance histogram, also the
contact geometries are observed, could help to validate the
correlation between conductance peaks and stable wire radii.
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APPENDIX: BULK FORCE

We give here a short derivation of an estimate for the
force needed to break a bulklike bond in a fcc lattice �see Eq.
�A3��. The reasoning follows Ref. 42 �see Ref. 25 therein�,
where, however, no derivation is given.

The total energy of a crystal can approximately be written
as EN�r�=NE�r�, where N is the number of atoms in the
volume V of the considered crystal, E�r�=EcohE

*�r*� is the
energy of a single atom as a function of the Wigner-Seitz
radius, Ecoh is the equilibrium cohesive energy �or enthalpy
of formation�, and E*�r*� is the “universal” energy function
E*�r*�=−�1+r*�exp�−r*�.90 The Wigner-Seitz radius r is de-
fined as r= �3/4�nA�1/3 with the atom density nA. Because
nA=N /V=4/a3 in a fcc crystal, r is connected with the fcc-
lattice constant a via r= �3/16��1/3a. Additionally, r*= �r
−r0� / l is the scaled Wigner-Seitz radius and r0 the equilib-
rium value of r. The length scale l is related to the bulk
modulus B, and it can be shown90 that

l =� Ecoh

12�Br0
= �16�

3
�1/6� Ecoh

12�Ba0
�A1�

with the equilibrium fcc-lattice constant a0.
An estimate for the maximal force F needed to break a

bulklike bond may be obtained at the the inflection point of
EN�r� at a Wigner-Seitz radius rIP=r0+ l �where IP stands for
inflection point�. If we use the relation r= �3/16��1/3�2x be-
tween the Wigner-Seitz radius and the fcc-nearest-neighbor
distance �or interatomic bond length� x, an approximate bond
length at rupture of xIP= �a0+ �16� /3�1/3l� /�2 is obtained.
The absolute value of the maximal force F per bond �where
there are 6N bonds in a fcc lattice� is then given as

F =
1

6N
� dẼN�x�

dx
�

x=xIP

= � 3

16�
�1/3 �2Ecoh

6 exp�1�l
. �A2�

�where ẼN�x�=EN�r��. This finally leads to the following
maximal force per bond in a fcc lattice:

F =� EcohBa0

8 exp�2�
. �A3�

In order to obtain numerical values from Eq. �A3�, we em-
ploy the data listed in Ref. 93 for the three constants Ecoh, B,
and a0.
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